hospitalizations in patients with cancer should test specific interventions to enhance the delivery of outpatient cancer care, evaluating the effect of these interventions on hospitalization rates.
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CORRECTION

Error in Byline: In the Original Investigation titled “Hereditary Diffuse Gastric Cancer Syndrome: CDH1 Mutations and Beyond” by Hansford et al, published online February 12, 2015, in JAMA Oncology (doi:10.1001/jamaoncol.2014.168), one of the author’s names in the byline was misspelled. The name should have appeared as Carla Oliveira, PhD. The error also occurred in the Author Affiliations and the Author Contributions. This article was corrected online.

Incorrect and Incomplete Table Headings: In the Original Investigation titled “Use of Electric Power Morcellation and Prevalence of Underlying Cancer in Women Who Undergo Myomectomy” posted online first in the February 19, 2015, issue of JAMA Oncology (doi:10.1001/jamaoncol.2014.206), headings were formatted incorrectly and incompletely in Table 1. The corrected second column heading, spanning 2 subcolumns, reads “Electric Power Morcellator,”; and its 2 subcolumn headings read, from left to right, “Not Used” and “Used.”